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Decompression following SCI



Ultra Early (<12 hours)

Controversies in Management

• Timing of decompression

Early (within 24 hours)     vs.     Late (>24 hours) 



Changing Demographics
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Changing Demographics
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• Clinical severity:  reduced 

severity, increased number of 

incomplete injuries

• Increased motor incomplete and 

central cord syndromes

• Fewer patients with catastrophic 

fracture dislocations

• More older victims with 

incomplete traumatic injuries ( 

Aarabi , 2021)

Changing Demographics



• AIS A:  complete

• AIS B:  incomplete (motor complete) where either DAP, VAC 

or sensation at S4-5 is intact

• AIS C: incomplete, more than ½ of the muscles below the 

NLI are <3/5

• AIS D: incomplete, more than ½ of the muscles below the 

NLI are 3/5 or better

• AIS E:  Normal

BRIEF INSCSCI Review / Nomenclature



• 1951:  Schneider noted that “there is, of course universal 

agreement that a pt with an immediate complete lesion 

without a block on Queckenstedt test, should not be 

subjected to operation …..”

Past recommendations



• “In patients who show the acute central cervical spinal 

cord injury syndrome, the prognosis is usually good” 

and that when “cord oedema subsides, recovery 

follows…”

• “The importance of diagnosis is stressed with emphasis 

placed on the fact that operation is contraindicated, that 

prognosis may be good…”

• Limited evidence of benefits of decompression

• Concern for risk of surgery

Past Practice



• BUT:  there was an ongoing and growing body of evidence of 

the potential sequelae of secondary injury:

• Compression due to bone, blood, disc fragments →

• Ischemia

• Neuronal death

Past Practice



• Interdisciplinary, systematic review

• Rigorous look at outcomes 

• Improvement in AIS motor score

• Improvement in FIM score

• Improvement in SCIM

AO Spine Recommendations



• Considered:

• Risk of surgery

• Complications

• Cost effectiveness

• Availability of resources / feasibility

• Weighed in based on expertise when limited data existed

AO Spine Recommendations



We suggest that early surgery (<24 hours after injury) be 

considered as a treatment option in adult pts with traumatic 

central cord syndrome.

Quality of evidence:  low

Strength of rec:  weak

We suggest that early surgery be offered as an option for adult 

acute SCI pts regardless of level.

Quality of evidence:  low

Strength of rec:  weak

AO Spine Recommendations



• Burke et al 2018, retrospective cohort study

• N=48

• Ultra early (< 12 hours):  18

• Early (12-24 hours):  17

• Late (>24 hours):  13

• No significant difference in admission AIS grade or ISS score 

in each category

• Admission AIS grade compared to DC AIS grade

Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late



• Improvement in AIS grade:

• Ultra early (< 12 hours): 1.3

• Early (8-24 hours):  0.5

• Late (>24 hours):  13

• Significant improvement in AIS grade for 

ultra early compared to early surgery 

(P=.02)

• No significant improvement in AIS grade 

was noted in the early or late group 

Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late



• When combining the ultra early and early 

groups (“traditional early group”), there was 

no significance difference between this 

group and the late group (P=.40)

• Authors feel that this suggests that the 

benefit from early decompression occurs 

within 12 hours after injury

Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

“…given the current evidence, if one of our family 

members had an SCI,  we would choose the ultra early 

surgery approach … until proven otherwise.”



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

Literature review noting a 50/50 split with studies 

supporting early surgery.  



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

• N=72, retrospective cohort

• Admission AIS A, B and C, follow up at 6 mos

• Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

• Pre-op and post-op IMLL (intermedullary lesion length) on 

MRI to measure the extent of spinal cord compression. 

• Decompression had to span the IMLL – if it did not, 

then this would confound any results related to the 

timing of surgery

• Pts with inadequate decompression based on post op 

IMLL were not included.



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

• AIS grade improvement: 

• Ultra Early:   65.6,%

• Early:  60% 

• Late:  80% of pts

• It was not time to surgery that impacted outcome.  

• Instead, it was Pre-Op IMLL (and subsequent 

appropriate decompression) that had the most 

powerful effect on AIS grade conversion and thus 

neurological outcome.



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

“…therapeutic effectiveness of time (early vs. late) of 

surgical decompression and its relationship with 

neurological outcome …  is at equipoise.” 

"clinical equipoise," the requirement is satisfied if there is genuine uncertainty 

within the expert medical community--not necessarily on the part of the individual 

investigator--about the preferred treatment.



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

“…if that were true, then all emergent efforts to 

stabilize cervical injuries should be abandoned.”  



Ultra Early vs. Early vs. Late

• Literature review:  100% of the studies that in the article that were 

prospective and defined Early surgery as <24 hours were in 

support of early surgery

• 90% of the pts with AIS A and B fell into the ultra early and early 

group, thereby potentially impacting rate of AIS conversion

• Overall, Burke et al recommended keeping to the AO Spine 

guidelines where early decompression is the preferred option



Ultra Early vs. Early

• 16 articles, 868 pts (cohort studies and clinical trials)

• Outcomes were odds ratios and confidence interval

• Ultra Early, Early and Late groups were studied



Ultra Early vs. Early

• Results:

• 2 significant findings in favor of Ultra Early Surgery:

• Decompression significantly improved AIS grades in 

cervical injuries

• In pts with baseline AIS A, neurologic improvement 

increased up to 3.86 fold

• However, early surgery did not appear to impact recovery 

in AIS B, C and D and that postponing decompression 

surgery to 24 hours in these pts did not significantly affect 

neuro outcome



ULTRA EARLY EARLY

TIME IS SPINE



Thank You


